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This article was originally published in Wedgewood Life magazine and is reprinted with their permission.

It can be hard to differentiate between financial advisors without directly
experiencing their client service, communication, and overall technical ability. In
this article, I highlight a few areas to focus on:

Personal Balance Sheet – A capable advisor will advise individuals on their overall personal
balance sheet and not just their investment accounts. Successful individuals typically
have various assets ranging from cash, taxable investments, and retirement accounts
along with real estate, life insurance policies, and other personal and business
assets. Individuals will want to work with an advisor that demonstrates the ability to
discuss and advise on their overall portfolio from an investment, tax planning, and
estate planning perspective.

Tax Aware – A strong advisor will inquire about your tax situation. An advisor that has
an understanding of your overall tax picture will be in a better position to advise
you on such topics as; should you invest in taxable bonds or tax-exempt bonds or
should you tax harvest capital losses to offset other capital gains.

Fee Transparency –While fees are what you pay and service is what you receive, a
competent advisor should be transparent about their fees. Fee transparency provides
clarity about how the advisor is compensated and starts the conversation in an open
and honest manner.

Long-Term Disciplined Investment Approach – A skilled advisor should discuss with you the
importance of setting and adhering to a long-term investment policy. Industry studies
have illustrated, over the long run, an investor’s mix of assets (i.e., fixed
income/equity investments) dictates the majority of one’s return. That mix should be
determined by personal investing objectives including; age, financial goals, and
tolerance for risk. An investment policy, along with rebalancing, allows one to
maintain a long-term view and not make short-term decisions based on emotions.

Holistic Long-Term Financial Planning – The ultimate deliverable of an advisor should be to
construct and execute a long-term financial plan tailored around your unique financial
goals and objectives. Factoring in various spending and income levels, rates of
return, and other financial planning considerations, Advisors prepare projections on
how your financial future may play out between now and your preferred retirement age.
 A financial plan should clearly layout your long-term financial blueprint and instill
confidence in your financial plan.

Initially, it may be difficult to delineate between financial advisors. However, you
should take time to inquire with an advisor about their overall services.  Use the
guideline above to help shed light on key differences between advisors and put
yourself in a position to make a confident and informed decision.
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Please contact me to learn more about the services offered through Schneider Downs
Wealth Management Advisors.

Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and it is not to be

construed as investment, tax or legal advice.  Individual situations can vary, therefore, the information should be

relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice.

You’ve heard our thoughts… We’d like to hear yours

The Schneider Downs Our Thoughts On blog exists to create a dialogue on issues that are
important to organizations and individuals. While we enjoy sharing our ideas and insights, we’re
especially interested in what you may have to say. If you have a question or a comment about
this article – or any article from the Our Thoughts On blog – we hope you’ll share it with us.
After all, a dialogue is an exchange of ideas, and we’d like to hear from you. Email us at
contactSD@schneiderdowns.com.

Material discussed is meant for informational purposes only, and it is not to be construed as
investment, tax, or legal advice. Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore,
this information should be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice.
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